Residents of Newport, R.I., might argue that
they are already the Viking center of New England. A
golden weather vane in the shape of a Viking longboat
topping the cupola of City Hall guides me into Newport, and I walk past the landmark Hotel Viking before
coming upon the reason for the city’s Nordic flavor:
the mysterious cylindrical Stone Tower dominating
Touro Park.
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The origin of the roofless fieldstone structure has baffled historians. While the most common
theory is that the tower was the base of a windmill belonging to Benedict Arnold, not the notorious
traitor but his Colonial governor great-grandfather, scholars have attributed its construction to
everyone from the Knights Templar to Chinese explorers to the Vikings.
Jim Egan, a man so passionate about the tower that he took a five-year sabbatical from his
photography business to research the riddle of the 28-foot-tall structure, tells me the Viking origin
story arose when the Danish scholar Rafn was shown an illustration of the tower and declared it the
baptistery of a 12th-century Norse church.
The Nordic connection was sealed when poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, much as he did
in regards to Paul Revere, blurred history and myth by making the tower the home of the Viking
protagonist in his 1841 ode “The Skeleton in Armor.” (Viking ship prow sculptures adorn the stone
piers of Longfellow’s namesake bridge in Boston to commemorate Erikson’s supposed discovery of
the Charles River.)
Egan says the tower’s eight-legged base
refutes the notion of a Viking construction. “They
didn’t deal with arches and pillars. It’s not their style.”
With his green laser pointer dancing on the structure’s
fieldstones, Egan points out a rock with three faint
gouges that proponents of the Viking theory say are
runic characters that translate to a construction date
of 1150. To our eyes, however, they look like mere
scratches.
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So if the Vikings didn’t build it, then who did? Egan takes me on a whirlwind tour of his voluminous research inside the Newport Tower Museum, which he opened two years ago. With a pointer in
hand, he leads me through the museum’s photographs and drawings and a complex theory that touches upon history, geometry, astronomy, optics, numerology, and architecture and has been the basis of
his eight books on the tower.
The conclusion of his rapid-fire dissertation is that the tower was a celestial clock and giant
camera obscura built in the 1580s by English explorers on a reconnaissance mission to start a Roman
Catholic settlement using the design of mathematician and astronomer John Dee.
Before leaving, Egan tells me of the Narragansett Rune Stone, a large boulder with possible
Viking inscriptions now in state custody after being stolen last year from the waters of Narragansett Bay.
The mysterious carvings echo Dighton Rock in Berkley, which Rafn said bore the rune lettering of a
Norse adventurer, and Thorvald’s Rock at the Tuck Museum in Hampton, N.H., according to legend the
gravestone of Erikson’s brother. Whether these rocks are just more monumental follies or proof of New
England’s Viking past, we may never know.
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